SAVE $1.00 on any one MG217® product

Doctor Recommended*

MG217®

PSORIASIS TREATMENTS
Non-prescription — Total Symptom Relief

*Doctor recommended ingredient.

MANUFACTURER’S COUPON DO NOT DOUBLE EXPIRES 12/31/2019

SAVE $1.00 on any one MG217® product

Off (One) MG217 PSORIASIS treatment product in-store purchase Consumer: Limit one coupon per purchase. Void if copied, sold, exchanged or transferred. Consumer is responsible for any sales tax. Retailer: We will reimburse you the face value of this coupon plus 8 cents handling, provided it is redeemed by a consumer at the time of purchase on the brand/product specified. Coupons not properly redeemed will be void and held. Reproduction of this coupon is expressly prohibited. (Any other use constitutes fraud.) Mail to: Lake Consumer Products, Inmar Dept # 12277, 1 Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840. Cash value .001 cents. Void where taxed or restricted. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER ITEM PURCHASED.

Available at the following retailers below. For a full list of retailers visit: www.MG217.com.